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Kim Dorman
Kerala Journal (Excerpts)

Venus appears over
the cowshed

like an ancient sign.

*
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Slow dusk. Egrets arise 
from paddy fields. 

The sky is clear. I no longer
think of America.

Sitting on veranda steps, 
I look up at the stars.

*
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the
root

of
the

word
is

the
breath

*
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morning sky
the spare calligraphy
of crows
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Rabindranath Tagore
Stray Birds (Excerpts)

14

The mystery of creation is like 
the darkness of night — it is great. 
Delusions of knowledge are like 
the fog of the morning.

47

Shadow, with her veil drawn, 
follows Light in secret meekness, 
with her silent steps of love.
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64

Thank the flame for its light, 
but do not forget the lampholder 
standing in the shade with 
constancy of patience.

70

Where is the fountain that throws 
up these flowers in a ceaseless 
outbreak of ecstasy?
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72

In my solitude of heart I feel the 
sigh of this widowed evening veiled 
with mist and rain.

81

What is this unseen flame of 
darkness whose sparks are the 
stars?
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Paul Prudence
Figured Stones (Excerpts)

Bloodstones (The Walled City of Changhua)

With blood-red flecks and arterial systems, Changhua Stones, 
also known as bloodstones, offer to the eye a potent pathol-
ogy of lithos. In these stones it seems that the very body of 
the earth has been cut open to reveal a tree of bloody dia-
tremes; a spread of vivid streaks pouring through the earth’s 
cadaver. Through rock capillaries, these threads of red form 
a freckled sluice that leaks through the bruised peach blurs 
of cytoplasmic urges and into the thirsts of metamorphic 
veins. If the ragged clefts in Taihu stones suggest the forms 
of ancient bones, and the fissured curves of Anhui rocks the 
shapes of ravaged skulls, then Changhua Stones propose the 
frozen flow of earth-borne ichor. 

Red in rock has forever symbolised the idea of blood, and 
blood in rock enlivens the idea of the earth as a living, dead, 
or mythic body. In ancient Rome red-flecked stones were 
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worn as amulets to stem the loss of blood. In India they were 
used to staunch a bleeding wound when impressed upon the 
skin.@ The Incas believed that the blood of their gods flowed 
through precious stones,A and for medieval Christians the 
stains of red in stone symbolised drops of blood from their 
saviour’s crucifixion. 

Bloodstone, another name for heliotrope, gets its speck-
led red from smears of haematite embedded in the stone. 
This oxide shares its etymology with haemoglobin, the 
molecule that transports iron through the living veins of 
every animal. And so it seems that geology is predisposed 
to reciprocate the strategies of biology. In the forking veins 
of planar fractures, and with a texture of an ancient flow 
long ceased, lithic blood courses through the earth’s hepatic 
portals to create its own anatomical designs. Thermal forces 
distil the lithic plasma through thin-veined walls to reser-
voirs of crack-sealed space where that colluvia of plasma 
pools. A seepage that, in turn, turns stars within the earth’s 
unconscious sediments.B

In ancient China, bloodstone was carved into sacred 
seals which, when impressed upon strips of bamboo, created 
glistening characters with a waxy sheen. This ‘blood writing’ 
can be traced back more than three thousand years to when 
it was used to write prognostications on oracles of bone. On 
scapulas and on the shells of turtles a magic writing came to 
life and signed the way to more complex scripts which were 
then transferred to stones. 

The designs of hand-carved bloodstone can be so arrest-
ing that even the most questing eye sacrifices all other inter-
ests and forgoes all other stimuli to peruse the details. Lavish 
curves and sculpted waves suggest the forms of chambered 
hearts and ornamental lairs with streams of fractal smoke. 
Carved lines trace spiral-bound paths and swirled inflec-
tions hinting at some mad internal logic — the carver’s hand 
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invoked by unseen forces which emanate from within the 
rock. An artistry guided by the divinity of blood to accentu-
ate geology’s inner solicitations. Bloodstone was commonly 
carved into elaborate scenes and ornate landscapes: tiny 
villages hanging from precipices amid vast promontories. 
Animals would often haunt these scenes, especially birds 
and dragons. According to a legend it was a golden pheasant 
that spilt its blood upon a mountain after being bitten by a 
snake — its blood flowing into the veins of rock to infuse it 
with that trademark bloody flair.C

Red lights in southern skies. Dream cell necropoli of 
flame-forged visions awaken memories of flushed hori-
zons. Inside a bloodstone, smoke is billowing across the 
sky. Specular lines of half-forgotten paths thread their way 
through rock to a sleeping city where sun-baked walls feed 
clinging vines that twine their stems through Lycian tombs. 
The walled city of Changhua is a blurred mirage hanging in 
a bloodshot sky. The sun, a half-closed eye, recedes behind 
the city’s walls — suspended like a melting jewel over russet 
brickwork. And as it moves to safety in falling light it leaves 
behind an emblem of its herald: an ancient shiny beetle 
that rolls another different, smaller sun along its path. The 
city, now a blackened crystal, folds its shadows inwards. 
Moonlight spills through the cracks in mortar projecting 
maps upon the quartz-encrusted rubble. Eyes glitter with 
a green spark in the streets below, before the city retires to 
sleep. Flares criss-cross and cross-hatch the city’s archive 
as ley lines light up for returning spirits. Cerise and copper 
holding patterns hang their emblems skywards — runways 
cleared for long-haul spectres returning from their wild-fire 
dreams. 

The narratives of bloodstone unfold in numerous per-
mutations. Blurred outlines diffuse to scenes of minarets 
and silhouettes of colonnades. Dreaming lines draw the 
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Gaspar Orozco
El Libro de los Espejismos / The Book of Mirages (Excerpts)

1: Hojas de un cuaderno Híkuri

Para José Vicente Anaya

Sobre nuestras cabezas, los cables de alta tensión zumban su 
plegaria negra. Aquí el portal de entrada. Murmullo de los 
números ciegos de la muerte.
 
Dejamos atrás la radiación al cruzar el lecho seco del arroyo. 
 

*

Miel del desierto sobre la carne amarga del híkuri que se 
dejó encontrar por nosotros.
 
La generosidad del laberinto. 

*

Soñamos puertas, puertas con signos de fuego.
 
Soñamos puertas.
  

*
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1: Pages from a Híkuri Journal @

For José Vicente Anaya

Above our heads, the high tension wires buzz their black 
prayer. Here the entry portal. A murmuring of the blind 
numbers of death.

We leave the radiation behind, crossing the dry river bed.  

*

Desert honey on the bitter flesh of the peyote that allowed us 
to find it.

The generosity of the labyrinth. 

*

We dream doors, doors with signs of fire.

We dream doors.

*
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From Navajo Folklore
Dsichl Biyin / Mountain-Song

There are four worlds, one above the other: the first world; 
the second world, which is the underworld; the third, which 
is the middle world; and the fourth world, our own world. In 
the underworld there arose a great flood and the people were 
driven up by the waters. They planted a hollow reed and 
came up through it to this world. 

First-Man and First-Woman had brought with them earth 
from the mountains of the world below. With this they made 
the sacred mountains of the Navajo land.

To the East they placed the sacred mountain Sisnajinni. 
They adorned it with white shell and fastened it to the earth 
with a bolt of lightning. They covered it with a sheet of 
daylight, and put the Dawn Youth and the Dawn Maiden to 
dwell in it.

To the South they placed Tsodsichl. They adorned it with 
turquoise and fastened it to the earth with a knife of stone. 
They covered it with blue sky, and put the Turquoise Youth 
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and the Turquoise Maiden to dwell in it.
To the West they placed Doko-oslid. They adorned it with 

haliotis-shell and fastened it to the earth with a sunbeam. 
They covered it with a yellow cloud, and put the Twilight 
Youth and the Haliotis Maiden to dwell in it.

To the North they placed Depenitsa. They adorned it with 
cannel coal and fastened it to the earth with a rainbow.@ They 
covered it with a covering of darkness, and put the Youth of 
Cannel Coal and the Darkness Maiden to dwell in it.

In the centre they placed Tsichlnaodichli and adorned it 
with striped agate. Here were created the first Navajos. The 
Navajos will never live elsewhere than around this mountain.

So the mountains were placed and decorated; then, 
before they were named, holy songs were sung which tell of a 
journey up the mountain. The song here given is the first of 
these.

When the Navajo sings ‘Chief of all mountains’, he 
means something higher and holier than chief. He sings 
to the mountain as to a god, for the mountain is pure and 
holy; there is freedom above it, freedom below it, freedom all 
around it. Happiness and peace are given by the mountain, 
and the mountain blesses man when in the song it calls him 
‘son’.
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Dsichl Biyin

 Piki yo-ye!
Dsichl-nantaï,
 Piki yo-ye,
Sa-a naraï,
 Piki yo-ye,
Bike hozhoni,
 Piki yo-ye,
Tsoya shich ni-la!
 Piki yo-ye!
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Mountain-Song
 
 Thither go I!
Chief of all mountains, 
 Thither go I,
Living forever,
 Thither go I,
Blessings bestowing.
 Thither go I,
Calling me ‘Son, my son.’
 Thither go I!

Notes:

 The Navajo are an Indigenous People of the South-western United States of 

America.

@ Cannel coal, a type of lustrous, bituminous coal.
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Don Domanski
Two Poems

What the Bestiary Said

after many sorrows and thoughts broken
body pains and blows to the heart
after living in poorer lands
with human company in every mirror
I remembered what the bestiary said
and allowed the deer of the slender sadness
to take my voice and my hearing
the wolf of the impenetrable eyes
to remove my flesh and bone
the salmon to take my spirit
and I lay on lichens worn clean
by whispers close to the ground
so that I was the nothingness there
with only the beetle’s breath to carry me till morning.
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William Tyler Olcott
The Pleiades 

Open those Pleiad eyes, liquid and tender, 

And let me lose myself among their depths. 

                                                                 — De Vere 

No group of stars known to astronomy has excited such 
universal attention as the little cluster of faint stars we know 
as ‘the Pleiades’. In all ages of the world’s history they have 
been admired and critically observed. Great temples have 
been reared in their honour. Mighty nations have wor-
shipped them, and people far removed from each other have 
been guided in their agricultural and commercial affairs by 
the rising and setting of these close-set stars. 

Many have been the metaphors inspired by this famous 
cluster. They have been compared to a rosette of diamonds, 
to a swarm of fireflies or bees, and the shining drops of dew. 
Others have regarded these stars as a hen surrounded by 
her chickens, and some have thought that they represented 
the seven virgins. On the Euphrates the Pleiades and the 
Hyades were known as ‘the Great Twins of the Ecliptic’. 
The Babylonians and Assyrians regarded them as a family 
group without dreaming of the full significance of the title, 
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for modern science has proved that this group of suns have 
a common proper motion, that is, they are moving through 
space in the same direction, and are obviously part of one 
great system that holds them fast in bonds immutable. 

The patriarch Job is thought to refer to the Pleiades in 
his word ‘Kimah’, meaning ‘a cluster or heap’, which occurs 
in the Biblical passages: ‘[God] maketh Arcturus, Orion, 
and the Pleiades and the Chambers of the South’, and the 
familiar query: ‘Canst thou bind the sweet influences of the 
Pleiades or loose the bands of Orion?’ The meaning of this 
inquiry has been the cause of much conjecture and many 
attempts have been made to interpret the sense of it. E.W. 
Maunder thus explains the passage: when the constella-
tions were first designed the Pleiades rose heliacally at the 
beginning of April and were the sign of the return of spring. 
Aratos wrote of them: 

Men mark their rising with the solar rays, 
The harbinger of Summer’s brighter days. 

The Pleiades which thus heralded the return of this 
genial season were poetically taken as representing the power 
and influence of spring. Their ‘sweet influences’ were those 
that rolled away the gravestone of snow and ice which had 
lain upon the winter tomb of nature. The question of Job 
was in effect, ‘What control hast thou over the powers of 
nature? This is God’s work, what canst thou do to hinder it?’ 
Of the sweet influence of these fair stars we read again in 
Milton’s Paradise Lost, where the poet sings of the Pleiades 
in the morning skies: 

... the grey 
Dawn and the Pleiades before him danced, 
Shedding sweet influence.
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In the New Testament we find the ‘Seven Stars’ also men-
tioned. In the first chapter of the Revelation, the Apostle St. 
John writes that ‘he saw seven golden candle-sticks and in 
the midst of the seven candlesticks one like unto the Son of 
Man ... and He had in his right hand Seven Stars. The Seven 
Stars are of the angels of the seven churches, and the seven 
candlesticks are the seven churches.’

The Seven Stars in a simple compact cluster, says Maunder, 
stand for the church in its many diversities, and its essential 
unity. Modern almanacs designate the Pleiades ‘the F*’ or 
‘seven stars’.

The Pleiades were among the first mentioned stars in the 
astronomical literature of China, one record of them bearing 
the early date of ABDF B.C., when Alcyone, the lucida of the 
group, was near the vernal equinox. 

As might be expected, this celebrated group was the 
object of worship in Egypt. There the Pleiades were identi-
fied with the goddess Nit, meaning the shuttle, one of the 
principal divinities of Lower Egypt. The Great Pyramid, 
which was without doubt erected for astronomical purposes, 
is closely associated with the Pleiades, as Proctor has shown. 

In the year A@F? B.C. the date at which the Pleiades really 
opened the spring season by their midnight culmination, 
they could be seen through the south passageway of this 
gigantic mausoleum. It has even been suggested that the 
seven chambers of the Great Pyramid commemorate these 
seven famous stars. Blake says: ‘Either the whole of the 
conclusions respecting the pyramids is founded on pure 
imagination, or we have here another remarkable proof of 
the influence of the Pleiades on the reckoning of the year.’

The Arabians called the Pleiades, ‘Atauria’ signifying ‘the 
little ones’. The Egyptians called this star group ‘Athur-ai’ 
or ‘Atauria’, meaning the stars of Athyr (Hathor), a name 
also given to the Seven Stars by the Chaldeans and Hebrews. 
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Jennifer Spector
Hithe (Excerpts)

Song for the Nightshade

a meadow 
of seagrass   blue crab   
Qi of the whale 
land bidding 
samphire & aquatic fern   
          speedwell   salmon   manatee 
foxgloves awaiting bloom

bells straying the prairie
thrum ianthine nightshade

echo over the machair 
lifting helmet of kelp 
& sand      pillowing bent
tussocks    waterforms    
oxygen at root  
 
continents tilting the cold 

sibylline river courting
the deserted hour
draped in sea-score   
& churn of rare flower   
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shade of sorrel hair whorling  
what has brought you here
across the wide arms of the sea?

here, shelter       / here a crest
O breathe the broken letters
how they choke the throat

a spray of order
green of fading song 
song fading through body 
body passing through the world

what have we 
left to suede this 
place of shadow?

                              old leaning 
             without name
making for the old tangles
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Isidro Li
Four Poems

Rio de Montaigne

In these hours, 
how true is north?

A river is intent 
on approaching.

When is it not
this matter of place, this why?

Don’t ask: should we all be lit 
from within? To question

is to measure a hymn by a circle. 
But from the rim of this other world

I chance no grief, no tear of the clouds. 
Knowing it is difficult. Knowing enough

to harness the power of water. But to care 
for the unseen roots of self.

As flame is to mouth, we let the blessed in. 
And they remain.
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Excerpt from the Book of Waves and Fossils

who owns bones
bones do own

even the tide 
an understory

vast and Neolithic 
a being of blue

mist we evolve 
and gift it a name

where sentience 
is isthmus

argosies sail 
unseen

time scales 
the eyes

and music 
is actuality

is of
this world
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From The Tanner Bede
Caedmon’s Hymn

Nu sculon herigean      heofonrices weard, 
meotodes meahte      and his modgeþanc, 
weorc wuldorfæder,      swa he wundra gehwæs, 
ece drihten,      or onstealde.

He ærest sceop      eorðan bearnum 
heofon to hrofe,      halig scyppend; 
þa middangeard      moncynnes weard, 
ece drihten,      æfter teode 
firum foldan,      frea ælmihtig.
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Praise the ward of the kingdom of heaven,
the might of the maker and the mind’s undertaking,
the father in glory, the Lord everlasting, the work when he
outset the onrush of wonders.
First did he fashion the roof of high heaven for all of earth’s 

children —
master almighty and holy creator, the ward of all people and
for all the people he afterwards clad in rich earth the whole 

world,
the Lord everlasting.

Translated from West Saxon by Peter O’Leary

Translator’s Note:

 Manuscript source: MS Tanner @?, Oxford, Bodleian Library. 
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Frater Acher
The Straight Line is a Trap

Nature abhors a vacuum, the biologist knows from research. 
Nature eschews a straight line, the magician would add from 
life experience. Even the horizon bows. Each stem bends. 
Every crystal’s line ultimately breaks in a sharp edge. While 
everything in nature is filled with purpose, nothing pursues 
that purpose in a straight line. The meandering path of a 
river is not a detour or diversion from its desire to unite with 
the ocean. Quite the opposite: the curve is a river’s way of 
speaking mildly to everything it encounters on its path. A 
rivulet curls around stones, a stream leans against moun-
tains, and the vessel of a lake offers a moment of rest. 

Once we let go of the straight line as the singular mode 
of travel in the industrialised age, as if through magic, all 
obstacles cease to exist. My holy daïmon once told me: When 
there is no defence, there also is no attack. While this koan 
might not hold true in warfare tactics, it presents wonderful 
food for thought for our everyday lives. Especially when we 
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are engaging in magic.
Since the time of the Ancient Egyptians, magic was known 

to be a craft and art of crisis intervention. Whether these 
were personal crises of spiritual or bodily health, or calamities 
relating to the land that supported an entire people, magic 
was looked upon as the secret discipline — half occult armoury, 
half medicine chest — that held recipes against all forms of 
disaster. In this vein, magic was often thought of as the exact 
antithesis to the volatile, unpredictable ways of the gods and 
natural forces. Magic was expected, especially by the laity, to 
be the straightest of all lines, the shortest route from chaos to 
order, from vulnerability to safety. 

Few people trouble themselves with a reputation that 
exceeds actual reality. If the old adage ‘perception is reality’ 
plays in their favour, most people don’t worry to correct it. 
They simply enjoy the benefits of their inflated esteem until 
the very moment when the litmus test arrives, and they are 
standing in front of a sick king not knowing what to do, or in 
front of an approaching sandstorm with all but a candle and 
an empty prayer on their lips.

The truth is, magic can indeed be leveraged as a means 
of crisis prevention. However, such magic relies on commun-
ion with spirits and other-than-human intelligences, precisely 
for the purposes of understanding how the trap that is the 
straight line might best be avoided. One of the most basic 
and yet critical realisations on the magical path is that the 
price for the potion that mixes free will with magical power 
comes at the burden of bearing all sorts of consequences. 
The more the magician attempts to affect change, to inter-
vene in the organic interplay of myriads of living ecosystems, 
the more they must be ready to own the impact of that inter-
vention in all its facets. Many magical acts, even early on 
in one’s path, can be compared to releasing an arrow from 
a bowstring: they are deceptively simple, and in most cases 
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the element of fire

paatalawva

to begin to shimmer with rainwater

qatungwu

form that held life, stalk, corpse

wimtawi

ritual song
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Triin Paja
Four Poems

The Wrong Myth 

if you’re metamorphosed into the atmosphere, then the 
birds will carry you here, writhing across water in wings and 
barnacled fishing boats, in a gossamer nothing of salt, wind, 
famine. 

everything I touch belongs to the dead. you have drunk, 
drowned, and birthed me. my particles have already loved 
you in a weed-buried century. on another day, I birthed dead 
animals. I was a bird whose egg would not, like light, crack. 
still I waited and nurtured. 

an egg without a pulse remains a memory of the sky. a 
featherless, elliptical lake of protein. Pegasus budded from 
the puddle of his mother’s blood. meaning the tremors of 
beauty are also the tremors of terror. 

I wanted to speak of you in limestone, dead volcanoes, 
and blue. what can I say? an old woman reached from her 
apartment window to feed pigeons. you would think this 
loneliness lovely. we have also turned to birds, wanting to be 
delicately touched. 

I know we must give the dead a window, for even the 
earthworms grow gangrenous, but this is the wrong myth. 
the wrong side. you are also waiting for the birds to carry us 
to you.
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Daughters

I knew an old, lonely girl  
whose doll was a moose bone. 

she laid against 
ravelled raven-dark roots, 

in the hollows left by deer,
and carried back her own blossoming. 

in the house, 
pearling still meant perishing. 

in the house, bread was broken 
and then bodies. 

her spruce-wild voice
was mangled into sweetness.

in the house, the sun was a rotting apricot. 
beyond the house, the sun 

was generous and she ate 
the crumbs of the sun like the birds, 

saying father, father.
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her body unfurled only beyond visibility,
and so the forest became 

her resting place, her bones became 
dolls for bears and otters. 

later, I heard her father say:
I always loved daughters more than sons —

how he cried for two years, every day, 
after her passing. how he opens 

his small, yellow bible, and disappears.
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From Navajo Folklore
Dsichl Biyin / Mountain-Song

I

 Be-ye-la-naseya,
 Be-ye-la-naseyo,
 Be-ye-la-naseya,
Ho-digin-ladji-ye-ye,
 Be-ye-la-naseya,
Ka’ Sisnajinni
  Bine dji-ye-ye,
 Be-ye-la-naseya,
Dsichl-nanitaï
  Bine dji-ye-ye,
 Be-ye-la-naseya,
Sa-a naraï
  Bine dji-ye-ye,
 Be-ye-la-naseya,
Bike hozhoni
  Bine dji-ye-ye,
 Be-ye-la-naseya.
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I

 Swift and far I journey,
 Swift upon the rainbow;
 Swift and far I journey.
Lo, yonder, the Holy Place!
 Yea, swift and far I journey.
To Sisnajinni, and beyond it,
 Yea, swift and far I journey;
The Chief of Mountains, and beyond it,
 Yea, swift and far I journey;
To Life Unending, and beyond it,
 Yea, swift and far I journey;
To Joy Unchanging, and beyond it,
 Yea, swift and far I journey.
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Shash Trevett
Waratah

Sydney, @FGF

She clutched her collection of words 
bulbous, tightly packed, ageless
like the flame heads of the Waratah 
burning skywards along the songlines 
of the Eoran people.

Bógee — to bath or to swim
Nánga — to sleep, Patá — to eat,
Naa — to see, Ŋyínadyımíŋa —
You stand between me and the fire.

In Dreamtime the Waratah bloomed white 
until an encounter between a hawk
and a wonga pigeon above it
turned the white flower red.

Red seeds, red words. From her hands to his 
passed perfectly formed capsules of time 
and memory. A florescence
of a crimson, breathing language.
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Dteéwara — hair, NGára — to hear. 
Catching fish on a hook made from bark. 
Putuwá, she said. ‘I warm my hand
by the fire and then gently
squeeze your hand in mine’.

When he sailed home he carried with him
her voice compact in his notebooks
and a single Waratah head.
Gwȧra buráwȧ — The wind is falling, she said. 
Bu̇   ŋabaoú buk ŋyıniwȧgolȧŋ
I will make a book for you, he replied.

Author’s Note:

 In @FGF, Patyegarang, a young girl from the Eoran tribe, who inhabited the area 

which would become Sydney, taught the Eoran language to William Dawes, a 

young English botanist and engineer. The Eorans were soon wiped out by small-

pox and European colonialism. The word ‘Waratah’ comes from the Eoran, and 

the only record of the language survives in the notebooks Dawes kept of his 

time with Patyegarang. 
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Penelope Shuttle
the half-guest

brings his heart
sinewy & very gentle
brings gold-gifts of treasure
for marriages made continually at night 
brings the magnetic thirst of stars 
fierce swan of the tundra
goblet of the silkworm

in the amber council of good fortune 
the half-guest speaks
a prayer day of sea-horse runes
says our sins
are pearls and rubies
blesses us with what we crave 
seclusion from wolf-craft
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Robin Walter
Six Poems

Pray not to behold 

but to be held by

Meadow cupped by bowl of blue sky,
wind rivering quiet 

then quick 
through lodgepole pines —
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Donald A. Mackenzie
Babylonian and Egyptian Astronomy (Excerpt)

Beliefs regarding the stars were of similar character in 
various parts of the world. But the importance which they 
assumed in local mythologies depended in the first place 
on local phenomena. On the northern Eur-Asian steppes, 
for instance, where stars vanished during summer’s blue 
nights, and were often obscured by clouds in winter, they 
did not impress men’s minds so persistently and deeply as 
in Babylonia, where for the greater part of the year they 
gleamed in darkness through a dry transparent atmosphere 
with awesome intensity.

In various countries all round the globe the belief pre-
vailed that the stars were ghosts of the mighty dead — of 
giants, kings, or princes, or princesses, or of pious people 
whom the gods loved, or of animals which were worshipped. 
A few instances may be selected at random. When the 
Teutonic gods slew the giant Thjasse, he appeared in the 
heavens as Sirius. In India the ghosts of the ‘seven Rishis’, 
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who were semi-divine Patriarchs, formed the constellation 
of the Great Bear, which in Vedic times was called the ‘seven 
bears’. The wives of the seven Rishis were the stars of the 
Pleiades. In Greece the Pleiades were the ghosts of the seven 
daughters of Atlas and Pleione, and in Australia they were 
and are a queen and six handmaidens. 

The Arcadians believed that they were descended, as 
Hesiod recorded, from a princess who was transformed by 
Zeus into a bear; in this form Artemis slew her and she 
became the ‘Great Bear’ of the sky. The Egyptian Isis was 
the star Sirius, whose rising coincided with the beginning 
of the Nile inundation. Her first tear for the dead Osiris fell 
into the river on ‘the night of the drop’. The flood which 
ensued brought the food supply. Thus the star was not only 
the Great Mother of all, but the sustainer of all.

The brightest stars were regarded as being the greatest 
and most influential. In Babylonia all the planets were iden-
tified with great deities. Jupiter, for instance, was Merodach, 
and one of the astral forms of Ishtar was Venus. Merodach 
was also connected with ‘the fish of Ea’ (Pisces), so that it 
is not improbable that Ea worship had stellar associations. 
Constellations were given recognition before the planets were 
identified.

*

A god might assume various forms; he might take the form 
of an insect, like Indra, and hide in a plant, or become a 
mouse, or a serpent, like the gods of Erech in the Gilgamesh 
epic. In Egypt, Osiris was the moon, which came as a beau-
tiful child each month and was devoured as the wasting ‘old 
moon’ by the demon Set; he was the young god who was 



Hotòmqam

Orion

wuuwu’yam

totem

Pavayoykyasi

symbol of the rain spirit

muyqatsiptu

to become a new moon
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Sarah Berti
Five Poems

Song of the Deermage 

wolf i made you a song of antlers  
when the moonwood comes for you wolf  
i sang you a deer  

wolf i dreamed you the whitetail  
when the snowmoon burns for you wolf  
i witched you a hart  

wolf i inside you outside hunger-time  
when the mouth secretes for you wolf  
i bound you a fawn  

wolf i spun cloven and red-stamped the snowfall  
i am the doe now come for you wolf  
be afraid i am here wolf  

i killed you a deer 
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Erin Wilson
Three Poems

Corm of Cyclamen

Silent room 
Earthen hollow
Hallowed be thy frame

Unveiled vial
Virtuous veil
Blessed walls of possibility

You, my, me, amaranthine finitude
Thee, quake, seeking source and solitude

Blessed be the crack, the fissure
Blessed be the stock-still, maintaining air’s form for the 

moment
Blessed be the vacuum, which lends residence to the 

gleaming seed

Have harangued the chains holding this empty vessel
Have bemoaned the meagerness of naught and space
Have bejewelled the self in splendid stars of sorrow

Yet, corm of cyclamen
Storage house of ether
Brief chance, 
          dearest
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Exigent, This: That

Words such as desire or need or —
 requirement 

The body born of the bowl
The bowl born of the node which was born of the body

Always the mind seeking the word
Always the word seeking the body

I could say, I go to the woods to return home
but I’d have to add, I’m coming, but I’ll not arrive 

Jack pine, red pine, pitch pine, hackmatack
A knife in the hand, a blind blade hacking 

Always the via negativa
Always the shadows of the firs
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Kabir
Five Poems

IV

I. DG. bāgo nā jā re nā jā

Do not go to the garden of flowers!
O Friend! go not there;
In your body is the garden of flowers.
Take your seat on the thousand petals 
 of the lotus, and there gaze on the 
 Infinite Beauty.
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VII

I. GD. sādho, Brahm alakh lakhāyā

When He Himself reveals Himself, 
 Brahma brings into manifestation 
 That which can never be seen.
As the seed is in the plant, as the shade 
 is in the tree, as the void is in the 
 sky, as infinite forms are in the 
 void —
So from beyond the Infinite, the 
 Infinite comes; and from the In-
 finite the finite extends.
The creature is in Brahma, and 
 Brahma is in the creature: they 
 are ever distinct, yet ever united.
He Himself is the tree, the seed, and
 the germ.
He Himself is the flower, the fruit,
 and the shade.
He Himself is the sun, the light, and
 the lighted.
He Himself is Brahma, creature, and
 Maya.
He Himself is the manifold form, the
 infinite space;
He is the breath, the word, and the
 meaning.
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Arvind Krishna Mehrotra
Lockdown Garden (Excerpt)

Watered, 
the bloodleaves lose
their droop and glow
in the western sun

under the litchi,
that in April
is covered in blossom,
in May with parrots. 

 *

Three new basil plants
have sprung up this monsoon,
each three feet apart,

as though the wind
had measured the distance
before dispersing the seeds.

 *
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Planted as groundcover,
the arrowhead vine mass produces 
arrowhead leaves in season 
and out, whether you notice or not. 

Thus a civilian garden
gets militarised, not that the military
lacks gardens to grow,
in wartime and peace, prize dahlias.  

 *

I heard a sound, 
saw something fall.
What I saw was not
the sound I heard. 

The sound I heard 
was a mango falling.
What I saw  
was a falling leaf. 

 *



tamavutskoho

jawbone

kiskya

passageway

qööyi

scorched on the body

homvöƚ��öta

to consecrate a pathway for spirit beings
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Gustav Meyrink
Fakir Paths

Introduction by Frater Acher

Nihil Scire — Omnia Posse.

 — Gustav Meyrink

Meyrink’s ‘novels’ thus are literature only in a very conditional sense, they 

are rather in their lucent mask, not unlike Apuleius’ ‘Metamorphoses’ or 

Joséphin Péladan’s ‘novels’, in truth an esoteric apocalypse.@

 — Henri Birven

Gustav Meyrink’s short essay ‘Fakir Paths’ (‘Fakirpfade’) was 
first published in the August issue of März —  Halbmonatsschrift 
für deutsche Kultur, @H?F, which at the beginning of the 
twentieth century was one of the most successful bi-monthly 
journals in Germany.

In April of the same year, Meyrink had previously pub-
lished an essay entitled ‘Fakire’; thus ‘Fakirpfade’ was writ-
ten as a direct follow-up to the discussion of a subject that 
was hugely popular at this time, that of alleged Indian fakirs 
who toured his homeland in circuses, demonstrating their 
apparently occult capabilities.

What follows is a new English translation of this second 
essay. Due to Meyrink’s extravagant use of punctuation, the 
text has been slightly adjusted to provide a uninterrupted 
reading experience. This short introduction intends to shine 
a preliminary light on the many layers of advanced occult 
knowledge contained in this short text. 
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Meyrink’s literary legacy mainly consists of his famed 
occult novels, as well as several collections of short stories. 
The moments when we hear the author speak directly to us, 
unmediated by symbolic characters, are very rare. Meyrink 
left us with less than a dozen essays in which he provides 
direct expertise and instructions on how to navigate esoteric 
worlds. This preference to speak to the reader, not in his own 
voice, but through a carefully curated ensemble of mythi-
cal beings, archetypical personas, occult events, visionary 
dreams and distant memories, is a critical characteristic of 
Meyrink’s oeuvre and holds an essential key to understand-
ing his approach to the magical realm. Despite the fact that 
Meyrink was an active member of several occult lodges and 
orders, both in the Eastern and Western Hemisphere, his 
own creative output is essentially anti-traditionalist and 
rather existentialist. 

When I was still a young person and digging up with ardour 
everything that looked halfway like the secrets of magic and 
yoga, I entered into such brotherhoods by the dozens and 
had to take oaths that would have caused the skin to shudder, 
oaths of secrecy about things that at that time had already 
become common knowledge to myself and beyond myself. In 
the end, I simply refused to be initiated further into these 
‘terrible’ secrets, due to the unpleasant feeling that in the end 
I would even have to keep secret that two times two is four.A

By the time he wrote ‘Fakirpfade’, Meyrink had not yet 
published any of his famous novels. And yet he had already 
undergone more than fifteen years of a self-inflicted, grim 
and ardent regime of daily yoga- and occult-exercises. He 
had become friends with the famous practical alchemist 
Alexander Bernus (@GG?È@HED), himself a keen student of 
inner and outer alchemy. He had joined the Golden Dawn, 
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as well as the Theosophical Society, where he received direct 
instruction from Annie Besant (@GCFÈ@HBB). He had acquired 
advanced knowledge in theoretical and applied Kabbalah, 
had dedicated himself to the practical mystical teachings 
of J.B. Kerning (@FFCÈ@GD@) and Alois Mailänder (@GCBÈ@H?D), 
had rediscovered the works of P.B. Randolph (@GADÈ@GFD) and 
went on to publish them, and, of course, he was in ongoing 
correspondence with several authentic Indian yogis, who 
promised to initiate him into their paths.

Against this background, we encounter the author of 
‘Fakirpfade’, still six years away from the release of his 
breakthrough novel Der Golem, and yet already on the steep 
ascent to becoming one of the most accomplished and reclu-
sive occult adepts of his time. Most of all, Meyrink was a man 
who spoke from lived mystical and magical experience, from 
an earned place of proximity to the Divine, and who main-
tained an iron resolution not to become entangled in the 
occult revival of ‘ancient’ orders, nor in the magical appro-
priation of Eastern or Egyptian initiatory traditions, which 
was occurring all around him in the early twentieth century.

Meyrink preferred the artistic form of the novel or novella 
to technical occult primers and guidebooks precisely because 
of this lived occult experience. He was able to clearly see the 
dangers and pitfalls that codified answers present for any 
mystical path. Therefore, instead of pressing his own experi-
ence into cut and dry forms and attempting to mass-produce 
occult results, he went on a lifelong literary journey attempt-
ing to hand over the actual mystical spark to his readers, free 
from human-made traditions. Meyrink’s highest goal was one 
of genuine spiritual simultaneity. Being equally grounded in 
the world of natural creation and the higher realms, expand-
ing one’s consciousness to see clearly both in the mundane 
and in the visionary realms at once, and becoming the actual 
bridge that spans between this life and the afterlife, not 


